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USE OF STATIONARY ELECTRODE POLAROGRAPHY TO MEASURE REDUCTION POTENTIALS FOR 
E U ~ '  IN MELT OF DIOPSIDIC COMPOSITION R. 0. Colson and L. A. Haskin, Dept. of Earth and 
Planetary Sciences & McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130. 

Stationary Electrode Polarography (SEP) is an experimental technique in which current through a 
solution is measured as a function of an imposed, linearly varying potential. Based on the shape of current- 
potential curves, both equilibrium and kinetic energy parameters of the solution can be determined (e.g. [I]; see 
[2] for brief review in application to high-T silicates). SEP and similar techniques are powerful tools in the 
study of reaction mechanisms, reaction kinetics, diffusion, melt structure, and equiliirium reduction potentials 
in silicate melts (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [q, [6]). Unfortunately, many redox readions of interest to the geoscientist 
(e.g. Eu3+ =+ Eu2', cr3' =, c?) occur at potentials that are difficult to investigate by SEP because the silicate 
melt itself begins to break down at these negative potentials. In this abstract, we report on a technique for 
studying reactions that occur at potentials more negative than the reduction of si4+ and demonstrate that the 
free energies of reduction determined by SEP are cornpabile with free energies determined by independent 
investigations. 

Curves derived by SEP experiments have the general shape shown in Fs 1. From the height and 
breadth of this curve we derive 'information about diffusion rate and number of electrons in the reduction, 
respectively, and from its position on the potential axis we derive the reduction potential (and therefore free 
energy of reduction). If the reaction is not reverslile (ie. if equiliirium is not maintained at the electrodes), the 
curve will be distorted from the shape shown in Fi 1 and shifted along the potential axis in predictable ways. 
In the present study, we are interested only in reversible curves. 

Criteria for establishing reversibility of SEP experiments are well documented in the literature (e.g. [I]). 
Typically used diagnostic criteria include the following: 

. - .  
wh&e E = potential at which current reaches h peak value, Elm = p k n ~  at which current is at 112 its 

Pk peak value, Ipk = peak current value, T = temperature, V = scan rate, C = initial concentration of the 
electroactive species, and n = number of electrons in the reaction. 

Most of these criteria require the determination of the peak height and peak potential and therefore do 
not directly apply to Eu3+ reduction in silicates where the peak of the curve lies at potentials that we cannot 
study. However, in theory, much of the same information that would be gained by measuring the peak position 
and peak height are to be found in those portions of the curve which we are able to measure. To get this 
information, we initially assumed that the curves are reversible in shape and extrapolated the peak positions 
from portions of the curve that are within the working potential range, using a nonlinear fitting routine (the 
Nlin routine of the SAS statistical package) to fit the curve to a theoretically calculated cpent-potential curve. 
The diagnostic criteria used establish that fitting to a reversible curve is valid are: 1) i/C = constant (where i is 
the current at some potential within the working potential range) (Fig. 2) 2) i/sqrt(V) = constant (Fig. 3), and 
3) a current function was calculated (using the numerical solution of [I) for the actual experimental conditions 
(taking into account that the potential range of the experiment is limited because of the reduction of si4+). 
This theoretical current-potential curve was compared the observed curve shape (Fi. 4). (The apparent 
peak in Fi. 3 is an artifact caused by the reduction of SI beginning about -600mV.) As a further test, we 
determined the shift in peak potential with QO and found it to be that expected based upon the analysis of the 
oxygen reference electrode of [4] @ - E - k ~ / 4 F  lnp0 ) (Fig 5). 

Free enfrgies of reduction d'f calculated from rduction potentials (E*) (and vice versa) by the 
relationship E n . F = -A G. This relationship permits reduction potentials from this study to be compared to 
free energies for Eu3' reduction determined by means other than SEP and reported in the literature. These 
comparisons are shown in Fig. 6. Data sources are as follows: Di melt "A" is from [8], Di melt "B" is from [9], 
the FAD (FeAn-Di) and FAS (Fo-An-Si02) compositions shown for comparison are from [lo]. To 
compensate for the presence of 3 0  in the experiments of [9] we extrapolated free energy values to the dry end 
member of their I-$O-CO gas-- system (i.e. C02) in a similar fashion to the extrapolation of [ll]. 

The similarity of d e  values determined in the various studies for Eu3 ' reduction in melt of diopridic 
composition supports the premise that these reduction potentials represent equilibrium conditions and can 
therefore be used to determine redox relations for reactions whose free energies in diopside are not known, and 
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can be used as a rapid and cheap method of determining free energies of redox reactions in more natural 
compositions. 

We conclude that by appropriate use of portions of SEP cucves within the working potential range we 
can establish revers1Mit-y of reactions and determined reduction potentials which lie outside the normal working 
range. We further conclude that reduction potentials so determined can be used to calculate free energies of 
reduction and therefore the relative proportions of cations existing in multiple valence states in silicate melt. 
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